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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: 

I am pleased to be here today to discuss the challenges that 
Medicare faces in battling fraud and abuse-in the health care 
system. Medicare, the federal program financing health care for 
the elderly and disabled, is the nation's largest health payer. In 
1994, it spent $162 billion on behalf of about 37 million elderly 
and disabled people. With this in mind, I would like to describe 
the ways that unscrupulous providers exploit the program, why it is 
such an appealing target, and why abusive practices persist despite 
efforts by program managers and law enforcement agencies. 

We have estimated that fraud and abuse may account for as much 
as 10 percent of health care costs and have pointed out many times 
that Medicare is vulnerable to such exploitation. We devoted two 
volumes of our 'High-Risk" series to this topic, in 1992 and 1995, 
and have recently issued two related reports: one focusing on - 
abusive billings for therapy services to nursing home residents, 
the other on excessive payments for medical supplies. My comments 
draw heavily from these and other recent reports and testimonies on 
this subject-l 

In these documents, we have repeatedly -hasized the 
importance of %pstream" controls that avoid reimbursement for 
inappropriate or inflated claims for health care services and 
supplies. However, these controls will never supplant--though they 
do reduce --the need for enforcement of laws and regulations 
targeting abusive and fraudulent providers. These "downstreamU 
activities serve the dual purpose of punishment and deterrence. 
Both categories share the common objective of curbing Medicare 
fraud and abuse, both are addressed in our testimony today, and 
both are targeted by the provisions of bills submitted in this 
current Congress. 

In summary, the vast majority of Medicare providers seek to 
abide by program rules and strive to meet beneficiaries' needs. 
Nevertheless, Medicare is overwhelmed in its efforts to keep pace 
with, much less stay ahead of, those bent on cheating the system. 
Our recent investigations of Medicare fraud and abuse have 
implicated home health agencies, medical suppliers, pharmacists, 
rehabilitation therapy companies, and clinical laboratories, among 
others. They are attracted by the high reimbursement levels for 
some supplies and services, and the few barriers to entry into this 
lucrative marketplace. Once engaged in these profitable 
activities, exploitative providers too often escape detection 
because of inadequate claims scrutiny, elude pursuit by law 
enforcement authorities because of the authorities' limited 
resources and fragmented responsibilities, and face little risk of 
speedy or appropriate punishment. 

'See appendix I for a list of reports and testimonies addressing 
this exploitation. 



BACKGROUND 

Medicare falls within the administrative jurisdiction of the 
Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) of the federal 

Human Services (HHS). HCFA establishes 
ce for the program and contracts with about .*r 
such as Blue Cross and Aetna--to handle 

essing and to audit providers. Ea 
ors works with its local medical c ity u' 

policies and payment controls. As a result, 
involving waste, fraud, and abuse are handled, for . 

t the contractor level. This arrangement was 
&nce.rns when the program was established in the mid- 

federal government, which lacked extensive claims 
ertise and experiexke, would prove incapable of 

service comparable to that of private insurers. 

Our studies have identified instances of fraud and abuse in 
every major category of Medicare provider. A review of recent 
f stigations r led cases involving psychiatrists, 
P , clinical 1 atories, podiatrists, dentists, medical 
s d others. d many of these schemes operated in 
multiple states. 

Nursing home residents are often a primary target of provider 
s to bill for unneeded or excessive services or items* 

sive or fraudulent billing by providers serving 
residents is widespread. Table 1 provides typical 

les of Medicare fraud that occurs in nursing homes, drawn from 
eted or active f d investigations undertaken by Medicare 
actors or by the S Office of the Inspector General (OIG). 
in this limited text, exploitation can be found across the 

provider spectrum, 
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Table 1: ExamDles of Medicare Fraud in Nursincr Homes 

I 
i 
!. - 

Type of provider 

Psychiatrist 

Fraudulent behavior 

Billed for sessions not provided and 
tests not done; averaged 25.7 4% to SO- 
minute sessions per day 

Physician Billed for flu shots offered "free' to 
nursing home residents 

Physical lab Received over $2 million from Medicare 
for medically unnecessary trans- 
telephonic electrocardiograms 

Clinical lab Received reimbursement for excessive 
transportation costs for specimens-- 
corresponding to over 4.2 million miles 
in 2 years 

Medical supplier Submitted claims for huge quantities of 
surgical dressings, far exceeding 
demonstrated need 

Fodiatrist Subimitted claims for complex procedures, 
whereas services provided were for 
routine foot care not covered by 
Medicare 

Dentist Billed for oral cancer -examinations 
while providing routine dental care not 
covered by Medicare 

Many instances of abusive practices are not pursued as fraud, 
which requires proof of intentional wrongdoing. 

-- One supplier of surgical dressings regularly billed Medicare for 
60 or more transparent films (a type of dressing) per 
beneficiary per month. For some beneficiaries, the supplier 
billed for 120 or more films a month.' Recommended industry 
standards suggest the need for no more than 24 films per month. 

'The Wound Ostomy and Continence Nurses Society's and Health 
Industry Distributors Association's draft recommendations on 
utilization levels for surgical dressings call for using up to two 
transparent films per dressing change. In addition, these types of 
dressings should be changed no more than two to three times per 
week. 
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ther supplier billed Medicare an average of 268 units of tape 
beneficiary during a 15-month period.3 The average for all 

suppliers was 60 units during the 15-month period. Some 
eficiaries received between 180 and 720 units of tape in 1 
th. Using a lo-yard roll of tape, a common industry length, 

these beneficiaries would have been wrapped in 60 to 240 yards 
of tape per day. 

At least four suppliers regularly billed Medicare for 30 or more 
drainage bottles a month each beneficiary. This is 90 times 

re than the proposed st dard of one bottle every 3 months.' 
ese four suppliers bill 79 percent of all the drainage 
ttles billed to this Medicare contractor. 

billed Medicare for an average of nine urinary leg 
eficiary a month. For some beneficiaries, the 

supplier billed for one leg bag a day, or 15 times more than 
proposed standard of two leg bags a month.§ In total, this 
supplier billed Medicare for 50,834 leg bags, or 21 percent of 

11 leg bags billed to this Medicare contractor over 15 months. 

F'ACTORS MAKING MEDICARE 
AN APPEALING TARGET FOR EXPLOITATION 

Certain characteristics of the Medicare program and the way it 
nistered create a cl te ripe for unscrupulous 
TS. and services, e reimburs 
eeds mar d providers a lowed to parti 

e px-0gpa.m with ent examination of their 
alifications d their business and professional practices. 

Above-Market Rates for Manv 
Services Encouraue Oversunnlv 

Wnlike more prudent payers, care pays substantially higher 
th market rates for services as the following ex les show: 

a- GIG reported in 1992 that Medicare paid $144 
home blood glucose monitors when g stores 

to $211 each for 
across the country 

3According to the Wealth Industry Distri 
t usage is no more th two rolls per 

are eontractor's 
e usually ch once? eve 

1y 
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sold them for under $50 (or offered them free as a marketing 
ploy) l 6 HCFA took nearly 3 years to reduce the price it pays to 
$59. 

-- For one type of gauze pad, the lowest suggested retail price is 
currently 36 cents. The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) 
pays only 4 cents. Medicare, however, pays 86 cents for this 
pad. Indeed, Medicare pays more than the lowest suggested 
retail price for more than 40 other surgical dressings. 
Medicare pays more than VA for each of the nine types of 
dressings purchased by both VA and Medicare. For all practical 
purposes, HCFA is prohibited from adjusting the prices for these 
and similar supplies.' 

-- Medicare was billed $8,415 for therapy to one nursing home 
resident, of which over half--$4,580--was for charges added by 
the billing service for submitting the claim. This bill-padding 
is permissible because, for institutional providers, Medicare 
allows almost any patient-related costs that can be documented. 

The excessive rates Medicare pays for therapy services are in 
part responsible for the cost growth in an entire industry that has 
grown and flourished out of a federal requirement to assess nursing 
home residents for their need for rehabilitation therapy services. 
From 1990 to 1993, claims submitted to Medicare for these services 
tripled to $3 billion. Medicare has been charged rates as high as 
$600 per hour, though physical, occupational, and speech 
therapists* salaries, even when fringe benefits are factored in, 
range from under $20 to $32 per hour. Although Medicare may 
ultimately pay somewhat under the $600 per hour price, it pays many 
times more than the average salary range. In one documented 
Teqnessee case, the speech therapist's salary and benefits for 1 

home blood glucose monitors enable diabetic individuals to 
determine the adequacy of their blood glucose levels. The 
manufacturers have an incentive to promote the sale of their brand 
of monitor to ensure future sales of related test strips. 
According to HCFA, the income generated in 1 month by the sale of 
test strips can exceed the total income generated from the sale of 
the monitors. 

'42 U.S.C. 1395m(i) required HCFA to establish a fee scheduzGe$; 
surgical dressings based on average historical charges. 

' because the benefit was expanded, HCFA did not have such data. 
Instead, it set fees on the basis of.the median price in supply 
catalogs. The median price is by definition higher than the lowest 
price (given any variation at all). HCFA cannot change the 
methodology for determining the fee schedule nor can it adjust the 
schedule if retail prices decrease. While HCFA is authorized to 
increase payments annually based on the Consumer Price Index, it 
lacks authority to reduce such payments. 
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hour's therapy (rounded) amounted to $19. Yet the total bill was 
$1X2--$34 for the patient's copayment and $138 billed to Medicare 
(of which auditors allowed $110 as a reimbursable cost--almost 6 
times what the therapist was paid).' 

response to such instances of inappropriate billings for 
erapy sepvices, HCFA is developing guidelines to limit 

Wowever, HCFA contacts told us that resources 
routinely check market prices for all items 

Yet such excessive payment rates can 
oversupply of services d thus foster a cl 

the33noP@, 0 
sates as tsc 

t is a case in p 

rted a proliferation o 

clinical lab tests, in ocular lenses, 

Screen Providers for Credibilitv 

For certain provider types, Hedicare's requirements to obtain 
thorization to bill the program are so superficial that these 

credibility c ot be assumed. The sesult is that too 
often Medicare loses large s to providers 

ed to serve pr eficiaries. 
come mose acute as providers 

scrutinized or more tr sient than doctors and hospitals use 
orate, multilayers corporations to bill Medicare. 

The foPlowing ex 
ces in which 

the pro 

s from OUP wo the OIG'S s 
ers obtained e provider 
exksively over past several 

-- Five clinical labs (to which Medicare paid over $15 m.ilJ.ion in 
en under investigation s 1-y 1993 for tbe 
ssion of false cla ' mode of operation 

Y 
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participation o'f suppliers and providers to those that appear to be 
legitimate business entities. The group is concerned, however, 
about the reporting burden and costs that new requirements may pose 
for honest providers. 

ABUSES PERSIST BECAUSE OF INADEOTJZLTE 
JXX'ECTION. PURSUIT. AND PUNISHMENT 
OF OFFENDERS 

\ 

* 

A number of factors combine to produce an environment in which 
opportunities persist to overbill Medicare by billions of dollars. 
Monitoring of claims may fail to detect overpriced or overutilized 
services. Even where controls exist to signal aberrancies, many 
cases are not investigated. And the few offenders convicted of 
fraud face minimal and much delayed sanctions. 

In the current fiscal environment, limited resources 
contribute to these inadequacies. Although payment of claims is 
the program's chief administrative function, claims processing and 
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was to bill Medicare large sums over 6 to 9 months; whenever a 
lab received inquiries from Medicare, it went out of business. 

A medical supply company serving nursing facility patients 
obtained more than 20 different Medicare provider numbers for 
companies that it controlled. The companies, all in the same 
state, were nothing more than shells that allowed the supplier 
to spread its billings over numerous provider numbers to avoid 
detection of its overbillings. 

A Georgia Medicare contractor reported that the program 
authorized a company to bill for therapy services even though it 
had no salaried therapists and was essentially a storefront 
office operated by one clerical employee. The shell company 
billed Medicare for services provided to nursing home residents 
through two therapy agencies with which it subcontracted. The 
company's contractual relationship with the nursing home 
entitled it to add to its claims an 80-percent markup over what 
the company paid the therapy agencies. As a result, a cowany 
that appeared to exist solely for the purpose of billing 
Medicare added in 1 fiscal year about $135,000 in administrative 
charges to the costs of the therapy services. 

Another shell company we identified had no staff. Simply by 
creating a "paper organization," with no office space or 
employees, an entrepreneur added $170,000 to his Medicare 
reimbursements over a 6-month period. The entrepreneur simply 
reorganized his nursing home and therapy businesses so that a 
large portion of his total administrative costs flowed through 
the shell therapy company and could thus be allocated directly 
to Medicare. 

HCFA's Program Integrity Group is _ _ examining ways of limiting 
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activities to prevent inappropriate payments constitute slightly 
more than 1 percent of total Medicare spending. Less than one- 
quarter of 1 percent goes toward checking for erroneous or 
unnecessary payments. 

Are Xnadeauate 

Medicare's claims processing contractors 
ed controls to prevat or r 
h these measures are effect 
costing billions of dollars 

ontractors that process claims fo 
0 not Recessarily r 

the appropriate s $1,650, s 
a psychiatrist 

ted, on average, nearly 24 hours a ay of services0 
rols failed to identify either of these 

Medicareis controls against fraud have not kept pace with 
8s health care 1: of claims 
ssed has risen iA 1989 to 
t 800 miPlion (es z.sting controls rely on 

identify potential fraud but are derived fr 
New antifraud sys 

all insurers 

OUT study OR pri Is used to 

en allowed 

Y 
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miscoded clairns.f2 We invited each firm to reprocess over 200,000 
statistically selected claims that Medicare paid in 1993. 0x1 the 
basis of this sample, we estimated that had Medicare used this 
commercial software, the government would have saved hundreds of 
millions of dollars by detecting these billing abuses. 

Enhancement of payment controls is problematic in the current 
fiscal environment. Contractor resources are a major factor here. 
On a per claim basis, funding for contractors has declined in 
recent years, as shown in table 2. AS a consequence, we have found 
instances where automated controls that flag claims for further 
review have been turned off for lack of staff to follow up. 

Table 2: Per Claim Pundinu of Medicare Contractors for Selected 
Activities 

Percentage decrease 
1989 budget 1995 budget 

Activity (actual) (estimated) EE Eg:Er'& Aaljuamd for 
irrflatioa 

Medical 
review of 
claim 

$0.32 $0,15 54.4 61.8 

All 
mv==t 
ssf eguards 

0.74 0.50 32.7 43.6 

Total 
contractor 
budget 

2.74 2.05 25.1 37.2 

Although heavier reliance on automated controls that do not 
require manual review would help, automation alone will not solve 
the problem of decreasing resources because many decisions require 
the judgment of trained medical personnel. Noting that every 
dollar spent on Medicare safeguard activities returns at least $11, 
we and others have proposed that additional funds be provided to at 
least keep pace with the growth in claims processed. In effect, by 
not adequately funding these activities, the federal government is 
missing a significant opportunity for increased control over 
Medicare program costs. 

?roviders bill their charges to Medicare according to the American 
Medical Society's Current Procedural Tenninoloav Handbook, which 
contains codes for almost every medical procedure, 
these codes, 

By manipulating 
a provider can charge Medicare more than the 

appropriate code would permit. 
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Penalties for Wronudoincr: 
Too Little. Too Late 

use health * 
of having to 

sued as fraud. 
out conviction, penalties 

continue in business* 
care fraud (and of white-collar 

lack of resources, 
uAc!ePtainty of outcorn@. 

ecial Counsel for Wealth Care Fraud .at 
care fraud cases are 

e-inte?nsive 
intensive of all white-collar crime.x3 

Potentially fraudulent activities are investigated by 
rocesshg contractors, QIG' 

law enforc t agencies at e 
ions for sad-4 

ys m case resolution. For ex 
opriate therapy billings 

homes traced one case f 
ough 0X6's close-out. 
thex3 the resolution was inconclusive. 

The contractors are the first lbe of defense. Fraud units at 
each contractor site investigate leads from eficiaries and other 

d refer persuas whose regional 
kome further invo 

ctiQns e Cr 

its decision. OIG may also refer cases 
t of Justice to local or state law enforc 

agencies. 

raud cases are ne ted among the various parties 
lore possibbe plea bar 

at regional OIG offices, 
reviewed and approve e ae1ays resuPt 

ese are 0nil.y three e negotiators fo 
tire countny, negotiation off 
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providers an opportunity to avoid being "excluded" from (prohibited 
from billing) Medicare." Ninety percent of cases OIG judges to 
have merit are settled through negotiation. 

In some instances, as a result of negotiation, corporate 
providers can continue-their program participation-despite 
egregious Medicare fraud. Recently, a clinical laboratory company 
operating nationwide acknowledged over $100 million in fraud 
committed against Medicare, Medicaid, and CHAMP@* over a 4-year 
period. The lab was allowed to negotiate a civil settlement 
including language that specifically permitted its continued 
participation in all three programs. 

Even when exclusion is imposed, this information can be slow I 
to reach contractors and other affected parties despite recent 
improvements in the process of notification. Providers who 
continue to bill after exclusion are not always caught right away; 
indeed, providers who move from state to state or who use more than 
one provider number may continue to obtain Medicare reimbursement 
indefinitely. 

OIG is working with HCFA in seeking a nationwide uniform 
provider agreement-that prohibits paying excluded individuals. 
They are also seeking expanded authority to act against culpable 
owners of excluded companies. Currently, the owner of such a 
company is free to reincorporate or start another business without 
fear of exclusion. 

RECENT INITIATrVES TARGETING 
HEALTHCAREFRAUDANDABUSE 

In the past, HCFA generally placed more emphasis on program 
safeguards--designed to curb fraud, waste, and abuse--than did 
private insurers. That is true no longer. Response to the 
problems of inappropriate and excessive billings noted in our 
recent reports has been slow. The delay may be in part due to 

rrThe Secretary of HHS has the authority to exclude health care 
providers from Medicare for a number of reasons and has delegated 
these various authorities to OIG. Program exclusion is mandatory 
following convictions for Medicare or Medicaid program-related 
crimes or for patient abuse and neglect. Under other conditions, 
OIG can exercise judgment as to whether exclusion is appropriate. 
According to OIG, very few companies or other entities are excluded 
from the program: over the past 10 years, 90 percent of the 
exclusions have targeted individuals. 

%HAMPUS--the Civilian Health and Medical Program of the Uniformed 
Services --is 
retirees 

a federal medical program for military dependents and 
that pays for care received from civilian hospitals, 

physicians, and other providers. 
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limited resources. More significantly, though, as a public 
edicare changes require public input and hence can be 

rsome and time-consuming, As we reported last month, past 
elbsuggests that changes made by HCFA will t 

In considering cost-saving initiatives, 
ore weigh the 3m-esulting. se and disruption as well as the 

risk of ultimate failure against anticipated savings* 

S has initiated several efforts, alone and in 

processing sy --called the M 
eater effici 

P health c e activities, 
+strator of PPCFA. In addition, 

~o~~ate~a~ duties and given low priority. 
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HCFA is also pursuing a Provider/Supplier Enrollment Initiative 
to enhance HCF’A’s control over entry into the Medicare program 
and thus better safeguard the program against fraud and abuse. 
In a related effort, HCFA is participating in a joint federal 
and state initiative to develop unique provider identifiers. 

Medicare contractors are piloting the use of commercial 
databases that compile information on the stability and business 
histories of providers and suppliers as one way of screening out 
high-risk providers and suppliers. 

Bills introduced in the current Congress to address fraud and i 
abuse have focused on both prevention and enforcement activities. 
On the enforcement side, key features common to several of these 
proposals, including your own, respond to issues we have identified 
here. 

-- 

a- 

-- 

-- 

Coordination among federal, state, and local law enforcement 
programs. As we pointed out earlier in this testimony, 
fragmentation of responsibility significantly hinders 
enforcement activities. . 
Establishment of a central funding source--intended to increase 
and not supplant regular agency appropriations--to support 
health care anti-fraud and abuse activities. Again, we 
identified lack of resources as a factor contributing to delayed 
and inadequate sanctions. 

Establishment of a national data collection program for 
reporting of final adverse actions against health care 
providers, suppliers, or practitioners, with access by federal 
and state government agencies and health plans. Such a 
provision could also contribute to the enhancement of 
interagency coordination. 

Making health care fraud a federal crime. Representatives of 
the law enforcement community have repeatedly called for such a 
measure to simplify their task. 

There have been related proposals for more severe monetary 
t 
: 
i 

f' 

* 

penalties and tightening of provisions barring program ' 
participation for providers violating program restrictions, 
including--but not limited to--the submission of fraudulent or 
abusive billings. However, the deterrent effect of these measures 
may well be offset by proposed changes to the Medicare Anti- 
Kickback Law and the Civil Monetary Penalties Law that would make 
it much harder to prosecute both criminal and civil penalty cases. 
As we told you in earlier correspondence, the result would be a 
greater potential for fraud, with a consequent negative financial 
effect on Medicare. 
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HCFA's historical pattern of slow response absent specific 
statutory authority. In the meantime, the dollars lost to fraud, 
waste, and abuse place a continuing drain upon an already 
overburdened Medicare program. 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I want to thank you 
for the opportunity to speak before you today. This concludes my 
prepared statement. I would be pleased to answer any questions,. 

. 

For more information on this testimony, please call Jonathan 
Ratner, Associate Director, or Audrey Clayton at (202) 512-7119. 
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